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Chapter VIII
Continental Shelf
Geologic Definition
The scientific (geomorphological) qefinition ofa continental shelfdiffers from
the juridical definition. In a model geomorphological situation, the continental
shelf is the submerged prolongation of the coastal State and consists of the
gently-sloping platform which extends seaward from the land to a point where
the downward inclination increases markedly as one proceeds down the continental slope. The depth at which the break in angle ofinclination occurs varies
widely from place to place and often is difficult to define precisely. At the foot
of the slope, the continental rise begins; a second gently-sloping plain which
gradually merges with the floor of the deep seabed. The shelf, slope, and rise,
taken together, are geologically known as the continental margin. 1
Juridical Definition
The first wave of post-World War II national claims to expanded ocean areas
began with President Truman's 1945 Proclamation on the Continental Shelf,
by which the United States asserted exclusive sovereign rights over the resources
of the continental shelfoffits coasts. The Truman Proclamation specifically stated
that waters above the shelf were to remain high seas and that freedom of
navigation and overflight were not affected. 2
The definition of the continental shelf established at the First United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1958 was vague and flexible. Article 1 (a)
of the Convention on the Continental Shelf states that the continental shelf
refers:
to the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside
the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 meters or, beyond that limit, to
where the depth of the supeJjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural
resources of the said areas. 3

At the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS
III), the 1958 definition was discarded lIlld an attempt was made to develop a
logical and satisfactory definition of the continental margin that included not
only the continental shelf but also the continental slope and rise. Article 76(1)
of the LOS Convention defines the continental shelf:
The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the sea-bed and subsoil of the
submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural
prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin, or
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to a distance of200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of
the territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental margin does
not extend up to that distance.
Regardless of the seafloor features, a State may claim, at a nurumum, a
200-mile continental shel£ Under other LOS Convention provisions, a State
has the right to claim a 200-mile EEZ which includes jurisdictional rights over
the living and nonliving resources of the seafloor and seabed. Thus, for those
States whose physical continental margin does not extend farther than 200 miles
from the territorial sea baseline, the, concept of the continental shelf is of less
importance than before.
Paragraphs 3-7 of Article 76, which provide a rather complex formula for
defining the "continental shelf", apply only to States that have physical continental margins extending more than 200 miles from the coast. A few items in
these paragraphs are of particular interest:
- the margin does not include the deep ocean floor with its ocean ridges
(paragraph 3);
- if the continental margin extends beyond 200 miles, the outer limit shall
be measured by one of two methods described in paragraph 4:
- the subparagraph (a)(i) margin definition is based on the determination of thickness of sediments. The margin can extend to that point where
the thickness of sediments "is at least 1 percent of the shortest distance from
such point to the foot of the continental slope." Thus, if at a given point
beyond 200 miles from the baseline, the sediment thickness is 3 kilometers,
then that point could be as much as 300 kilometers seaward of the foot of the
continental slope, subject to the provisions of paragraph 5;
- subparagraph (a)(ii) defines the continental margin using a limit not
more than 60 miles from the foot of the continental slope;
- paragraph 5 limits any continental shelf definition at either 350 miles
from the territorial sea baseline or 100 miles from the 2,500 meter isobath,
whichever is further seaward. It is important to recognize that for paragraph
5 to be relevant, the requirements set forth in paragraph 4 must first be met;
- on submarine ridges, the outer limit shall not exceed 350 miles from the
territorial sea baselines, but this provision does not apply "to submarine
elevations that are natural components of the continental margin, such as its
plateaux, rises, caps, banks and spurs" (paragraph 6). (See Figure 1.)
It seems widely accepted that the broad principles of the continental shelf
regime reflected in Articles 76-81 of the 1982 LOS Convention were established
as customary intemationallaw by the broad consensus achieved at UNCLOS
III and the practice ofnations.4 The rights of the coastal State over the continental
shelf do not affect the legal status of the supeljacent waters or of the airspace
above those waters. 5 Coastal or island nations do not have sovereign rights per
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se to that part of its continental shelf extending beyond the territorial sea, only
to the exploration and exploitation of its natural resources. 6 Shipwrecks lying
on the continental shelf beyond the outer limit of the contiguous zone are not
considered to be "natural resources ...7 All nations have the right to lay submarine
cables and pipelines on the continental shelf, in accordance with Article 79 of
8
the LOS Convention. Submarine cables include telegraph, telephone, and
high-voltage power cables. 9

Delimitation oj the Outer Edge of the Continental Shelf
In response to statements made during the December 1982 plenary meetings of
UNCLOS III, on March 8, 1983, the United States exercised its right of reply,
which, in regard to the continental shelf regime stated:
Some speakers made observations concerning the continental shelf. The
Convention adopted by the Conference recognizes that the legal character of
the continental shelf remains the natural prolongation of the land territory of
the coastal State wherein the coastal State has sovereign rights for the purpose
of exploring and exploiting its natural resources. In describing the outer limits
of the continental shelf, the Convention applies, in a practical manner, the
basic elements of natural prolongation and adjacency fundamental to the
doctrine of the continental shelf under international law. This description
prejudices neither the existing sovereign rights of all coastal States with respect
to the natural prolongation of their land territory into and under the sea, which
exists ipso facto and ab initio by virtue of their sovereignty over the land territory,
nor freedom of the high seas, including the freedom to exploit the sea-bed
and subsoil beyond the limits of coastal State jurisdiction. 10
As stated above, the outer edge of any juridical (as opposed to physical)
continental margin extending beyond 200 miles from the baseline is to be
determined in accordance with either the depth of sediment test (set forth in
Article 76(4) (a) (i) of the 1982 LOS Convention), or along a line connecting
points not more than 60 miles from the foot of the continental slope (Article
76(4) (a) (ii». The line of the outer limit of the continental shelf, drawn in
accordance with paragraph 4 (a) (i) and (ii) either may not exceed 350 miles from
the baseline or not exceed 100 miles from the 2500 meter isobath (article
76(5».11 And, Article 76(6) states that the limit of the continental shelf on
submarine ridges shall not exceed 350 miles from the territorial sea baseline.
Although the United States has not yet determined the outer limit of its
continental margin, it has recognized Article 76 as reflecting customary
international law. On November 17, 1987, the Interagency Group on the
Law of the Sea and Ocean Policy established the policy of the United States
on delimitation of the outer limit of the U.S. continental shelf. The Interagency Group decision, reflected in a memorandum of November 17,1987,
provided "that the delimitation provisions of Article 76 of the 1982 United
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Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea reflect customary intemationallaw
and that the United States will use these rules when delimiting its continental
shelf and in evaluating the continental shelf claims of other countries."12
Attached to that memorandum was the statement of policy, which reads:
United States Policy Governing
The Continental Shelf of the United States of America
After reviewing the question of how to define and delimit the continental shelf
of the United States and its island territories and overseas possessions, the
Interagency Group on Ocean Policy and Law of the Sea has determined that the
proper definition and means of delimitation in international law are reflected in
Article 76 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. The
United States has exercised and shall continue to exercise jurisdiction over its
continental shelf in accordance with and to the full extent permitted by internationallaw as reflected in Article 76, paragraphs (1), (2) and (3). At such time in
the future that it is determined desirable to delimit the outer limit of the
continental shelf of the United States beyond two hundred nautical miles from
the baseline from which the territorial sea is measured, such delimitation shall be
carried out in accordance with paragraphs (4), (5), (6) and (7).
No agency shall seek to delimit [the outer limit of the continental she1£] on
behalf of the United States without first obtaining the concurrence of the
Interagency Group for Ocean Policy and Law of the Sea. After delimitation is
completed, the results of any such delimitation shall be reviewed by the Senior
Interagency Group on Oceans Policy and Law of the Sea and transmitted to the
President for review. If approved, the Department of State shall transmit charts
depicting the delimitation and other relevant information to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations and any other organizations as the Interagency Group shall
determine to be desirable.
Because of the need to ensure that United States' practice is consistent with
international law, before the continental shelf is delimited, an agency planning
any leasing or licensing activity on the continental shelfbeyond 200 nautical miles
from the baseline from which the territorial sea is measured, shall provide notice
to the Department of State for transmittal to the Interagency Group with a brief
description of the location and type of activity. An opportunity for consultation
and comment among all interested agencies shall be provided through the
Interagency Group. The Interagency Group shall have 45 days to comment on
the proposed action.
.
The United States shall continue to exercise its rights and duties pertaining to
its continental shelfin accordance with international law.
Delimitation of the continental shelf between the United States and a neighboring State with an opposite or adjacent coast shall be determined by the United
States and the other State concerned in accordance with equitable principles.
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l:xcessive C:lair.ns
Since the mid-1970s, several countries have made general claims to the continental
shelf that the United States believes exceed the provisions of the LOS Convention.
For example, in 1976, the Government ofpakistan enacted a statute which purports
to assertjurisdiction over the continental shelfofPakistan in a manner which is contrary
to intemationallaw. The United States Government protested as follows:
The Government of the United States also wishes to refer to those provisions of
the Territorial Waters and Maritime Zones Act, 1976 which purport to assert
jurisdiction over the continental shelf . . . in a manner which is contrary to
international law, including, inter alia: a claim of authority to designate areas of
the continental shelf . . . and to restrict navigation and certain other activities
therein, and, a claim of authority to extend any law over, and to prescribe and
enforce any regulation necessary to control the conduct of any person in, ... the
continental shelf ... of Pakistan. The Government of the United States wishes to
remind the Government of Pakistan that international law limits the jurisdiction
which a coastal state may exercise in maritime areas. It is the view of the
Government of the United States that the aforementioned claims made in the
Territorial Waters and Maritime Zones Act, 1976 exceed such limits.
The Government of the United States therefore protests the assertions ofjurisdiction made by the Government of Pakistan in the Territorial Waters and Maritime
Zones Act, 1976, in so far as such claims are not valid in international law, and
reserves its rights and those of its nationals in this regard. 13

The Department provided the following additional infonnation to American
Embassy Islamabad:
As to the claims associated with the continental shelf ..• , we believe that if the
Government of Pakistan has used the draft LOS treaty as its guide, it has not
followed closely enough the treaty's specific provisions. The draft LOS treaty does
not authorize a coastal State to exercise the type of jurisdiction claimed by the
Government of Pakistan, such as the unlimited authority to designate areas within
various maritime zones and to regulate to any extent considered necessary the use
of such areas. And, if Government of Pakistan laws and regulations can be
extended over claimed maritime zones without limitation, every human endeavor
that might take place within hundreds of miles of the coast is being subjected to
Government of Pakistan control. The Government of Pakistan cannot, in our
opinion, cite any provision of the draft LOS treaty which authorizes it to claim
such comprehensive authority over very broad ocean areas. 14

The United States has protested similar legislation in the case of Guyana,lS
India,I6 Mauritius,I7 and the Seychelles. IS
At least two countries, Ecuador and Chile,I9 have made specific continental
shelf claims involving limits beyond 200 miles. In a 1985 Presidential Proclamation, the Government of Ecuador claimed the underseas Carnegie range
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(Cordillera de Carnegie) as its continental shel£ This claim created a "bridge"
between the 200-mile limits drawn from Ecuador's mainland and from the
Galapagos Islands. A l00-mile continental shelfwas claimed on either side of
the 2,500 meter isobath along this ridge. Ecuador applied Article 75(6) of the
LOS Convention which sets these maximum limits, but did so without first
satisfying the physical criteria set forth in Article 76(4). (It is unlikely that Ecuador
could satisfy the sedimentary rock thickness test since this cordillera is an oceanic
ridge.) The United States Government protested this claim in 1986, in a note
which included the following:
refers to a proclamation of 19 September [1985] by President Febres Cordero on
the continental shelf of Ecuador that states, i.e., that ". . . in addition to the
continental and island shelves in Ecuador's 200 mile territorial sea, the seabed and
subsoil between its continental territorial sea and the territorial sea around the
archipelago De Colon [Galapagos Islands] for a distance of 100 miles from the
isobath at a depth of2,500 meters also form part of Ecuador's continental shelf."
Customary international law on delimitation of the continental shelfas reflected
in Article 76 of the Law of the Sea Convention provides that the continental shelf
of a coastal State extends throughout the natural prolongation ofits land territory
to the edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of200 nautical miles from
the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured where the
outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that distance. Article
76(4) further provides that when the outer edge of the continental margin does
extend beyond the aforementioned 200 nautical mile distance the outer limit of
the continental shelf either: (a) coincides with fixed points at each of which the
thickness of sedimentary rocks is at least 1 percent of the shortest distance from
such point to the foot of the continental slope; or (b) coincides with fixed points
not more than 60 nautical miles from the foot of the continental slope.
In its 19 September proclamation Ecuador has apparendy relied on article 76(5)
which provides: .. the fixed points comprising the line of the outer limits of the
continental shelf on the seabed, drawn in accordance with paragraph 4(a)(i) and
(ii), either shall not exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which the
breadth of the territorial sea is measured or shall not exceed 100 nautical miles
from the 2,500 meter isobath, which is a line connecting the depth of 2,500
meters."
Article 76(5) may, however, only be invoked if either of the conditions
precedent in article 76(4) cited above are fulfilled. We believe these conditions
cannot be invoked in support of the Ecuadorian position. Therefore, it is the view
of the United States that part of Ecuador's continental shelf claim fulling beyond
the 200 mile exclusive economic zone off the coasts of the Galapagos Islands and
mainland Ecuador are without legal foundation. For the above reason, the United
States does not recognize that part of the Ecuadorian continental shelfclaim which
extends beyond 200 miles from the baselines properly drawn in accordance with
LOS Convention articles 5 and 7, from which the territorial sea is measured.
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In light of the foregoing, the United States reserves for itself and its nationals
all rights in accordance with international law which are contravened by all the
claims of Ecuador referred to above. 20

Chile also has made a claim to the continental shelf that exceeds the provisions
of the LOS Convention. In 1985, Chile claimed a continental shelf of350 miles
around its Pacific Ocean territories of Easter Island and Sala Y Gomez Island. 21
Chile, however, failed to prove, under Article 76(4), that the continental shelf
extends to 200 miles, much less to 350 miles. The United States protested the
claim in May 1986, in a note that states in part:
In its September 12, 1985 statement Chile has relied on article 76(6) of the 1982
Law of the Sea Convention, which provides: "Notwithstanding the provisions of
paragraph 5, on submarine ridges, the outer limit of the continental shelfshall not
exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured. This paragraph does not apply to submarine elevations
that are natural components of the continental margin, such as its plateaux, rises,
caps, banks and spurs."
Article 76(6) may, however, only be invoked if the conditions precedent in
article 76(4) cited above are fulfilled. The Government of the United States does
not believe that these conditions can be met in these cases. Therefore, it is the
position of the United States that part of Chile's continental shelf claim falling
beyond a 200 nautical mile limit is without legal foundation. For the above reason,
the United States does not recognize that part of the Chilean continental shelf
claim offSala y Gomez and Easter Islands, which extends beyond 200 miles from
the baselines from which the territorial sea is measured, properly drawn in
accordance with international law. In light of the foregoing, the United States
reserves for itself and its nationals all rights in accordance with international law
which are contravened by all the claims of Chile referred to above.22
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